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1. Introd uction 

A graph G consists of a finite nonempty vel'tex set V ( G) together with 
an edge set E(G) . Bya topological graph G, we shall mean a realization of 
the graph G as a 1- dimensional CW- complex. Two graphs G and H are 
said to be homeomorphic if they are homeomorphic as CW• complexes. ln 
this paper a graph will always mean a topological graph 

The degree of a vertex v is the number of edges meeting v. Given a 
connected graph G, a cut vertex is a vertex v E V( G) such that G - {v} is 
di sconnected. A connected graph is called a block if it has no cut vertex. 
An edge e E E( G) is called a bridge (or cut edge) if G - {e } is disconnected 
A graph G is said to be n- connecied (η > 0) if the removal of fewer than 
n vertices from G neither disconnects nor reduces G to the trivial graph 
[(1 , where [(1 is the graph with one vertex and with no edges. Note that 
the statement that a graph G has no cut vertices is equivalent to that G 
is 2- connected 

An embedding of G into a closed surface S is a homeomorphism of 
G into S. An embedding i : G • S is called a 2- cell embedding if every 
component of S - i( G) , called a region, is 2- cel l. A 2-cell embedding 
i : G • S is called a c/osed 2- cell embedding if every boundary walk of i ts 
regions is a simple closed cycle. An embedding i : G • Sk of G into an 
。rientable [non←oner뻐ble] surface of genus k is minimal if G can not be 
embedded into an orientable [non- orientable] surface of genus less than k 
It is well- known that every minimal embedding of a connected graph is a 
2- cell embedding 
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A connected graph G is said to be p[anar if t here is an embedding 
i : G • 52 of G into the sphere 52. Let G be a 2- connected grapb 
A subgraph H of G is called a maximal planar subgmph of G if it is 
a p l an따 subgraph of G such tbat for every planar subgraph j{ of G, 
1 E(K) 1 :s: 1 E(H) 1. 

Recently, many authors have studied various topics on 2- cell embed
dings of graphs. Their topics include the following 
(1) Finding algorithms for embedding problems ([GRT], [L]). 
(2) Covering graphs or bundle graphs ([GT] , [L]). 
(3) Finding embedding dist뼈tions ( minimal or maximal genus of 

graphs) ([GF], [G RT] , [GT], [L], [W]) 
(4) Determining the genus of groups ([W]) 

On c10sed 2- cell embeddings, one can ask the same questions as one 
can do for 2- cell embeddings once the existence of c10sed 2- cell embed
dings of graphs is guaranteed. But t he existence problem for c10sed 2- cel\ 

embeddings of graphs is a fairly long- standing conjecture in topological 
graph theory, so- called “strong embeddi ng conjecture" 

In tbis paper, we solve the “ cycle double cover conj ecture" confìr
mati vely, which is a weak version of the “strong embedding conjecture" 
([H],[J ], [LR]) 

Strong embedding conjecture : Every 2- connected graph has a 
c10sed 2- cell embedding into a surface 

Cycle dou ble cover conjecture: Every bridgeless graph has a cycle 
double cover 

Here cycle double cover means a family of cycles of G such t hat for 
each edge of G, there are exactly two cycles containing i t. 

2. Main results . 

Note that if every block of a graph G has a cycle double cover, so does 
G. Tbus in order to solve the cycle double cover conjecture, it suf!ìces to 
sbow that every 2-connected graph bas a cycle double cover. 

We start with the definition of pseudo- surfaces. 

Definition ([W]) . Let A denote a set of ε:=1 n,m, 2 O d빼nct points of 
a surface 5 k of genus k, with 1 < m l < m2 < . . . < m‘ Partition A into 
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ni sets of mi points for each i = 1,2,"', t. For each set of the partitioll , 
identify all the points in the set. The resulting topological space is called a 
pseudo-surface, and is denoted by S(k; nl(ml) , n2(m2) ," " n ,(m ,)). The 
points in the pseudo- surface resulting from an identification of m‘ points 
。f Sk are called singular poinls. If a graph G is embedded in a pseudo
surface as a [closedJ 2- cell embedding, we may assume that each singular 
point is occupied by a vertex of G and such a vertex is called a singult• T 

η erleε 

Theorem 1. Let G be a 2-connecied graph. Then G has a cycle doμble 

cover if and only if it has a closed 2- cell embedding inlo a pseudo- surface. 
Proof The necessary condition is clear because the set of boundary cycles 
of its regions is a cycle double cover. For the proof of the sufficiency, let 
C be a cycle double cover of G. To each cycle of C , corresponds a 2-
cell whose boundary walk is the cycle. Since each edge occurs on exactly 
two regions as a part of their boundaries, by identiIying the corresponding 
edges, we can obtain a topological space satisfying the property that every 
P이nt on the interior of each 2- cell or on an edge has a neighborhood home
。morphic to the unit disk in R2. We call such a neighborhood a disklike 
neighborhood. Since there are only finitely many points without disklike 
neighborhoods, corresponding to some vertices, the resulting topological 
space is a pseudo- surface. 

Now, we establ ish an algorithm to check whether or not a vertex V has 
a disklike neighborhood. 

Surface checking algorithm. Consider all edges νVl ， VV2 ，" ', VVn rneet 
ing V and all cycles C1, C2, ... ,Cn containing v . Then each C‘ contains 
exactly two edges of VVI , VV2 , ... , VVn . Assume that C1 contains VVI and 
V까 Then there is a cycle 뎌 containing VV2 and there is an edge vv~ 
contained in C~. If 씨 = Vl and n =f 2, then V has no disklike neighbor 
hood. If 떠 # 이 , then there is a cycle C~ containing V펴 and there is an 
edge vv~ contained in C~. If 따 = Vl and n 카 3, then V has no disklike 
neighborhood. lf 띠 =f Vl , then there is a cycle C~ containing vv~ alld there 
.is an edge vv~ cOlltained ill C~ alld so on. If olle call complete this process 
through all VVi ’s, thell V has a disklike neighborhood 

Corollary 2. For a 3-regular 2- connected graph, the cycle double covel' 
conjecture is equivalent to the strong embedding conjeclure. 
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Proof. Clearly the strong embedding conjecture implies the cycle double 
cover conjecture. 
Let C be a cycle double cover of G and let V be a vertex of G. Since 
G is 3- regular, there are exactly three edges vv [, VV2 , VV3 which meet V 

,and hence there are also three cycles C1, C2 , C3 containing v. Note that 
each C, contains two of VV" VV2 , VV3' Assume that C1 contains VV" VV2 ' If 
C2 contains also VV" VV2, then C3 must contain the edge VV3 twice, which 
is impossible. Hence C2 contains either vv [, VV3 or V ,,>, VV3. Thus either 
C3 contains VV2 , VV3 if C2 contains VV" VV3, or C3 contains VV" VV3 if C2 

contains VVz , VV3 ' Then by the surface checking algorith m, we can easily 
check that the resulting space is a surface. 

Consider a standard ladder with n lungs. If we identify the four ends 
of its two poles as one vertex v , we obtain a CW- complex. A graph G 
is called a staπdard ladder graph if it is homeomorphic to such a CW 
complex. See F igure l(a) 

v v 

X2 l |
Y2 • • 

뉴--1 3 

v v 
(a) ( b) 

Figure 1. 

Now , we introduce the ladder graph chasing 

Ladder graph chasing: Let G be a standard ladder graph and let t he 
vertices on the first pole be x, 객2 ， ... , X n and those on the se∞nd p이e 

y[, yz , ‘ 새n' To get two cycles simultan∞usly， start at the top vertex 
V and go to the vertex xdy,] and through the lung x ,y, [y, x,], go to the 
vertex νdx，]. And througb the pole , go to tbe next vertex y2[써 and 
then t hrough the lung YZX2[XZ Y2 ] , go to X2 [Y2] ' By repeating this process 
until tbe bottom vertex V occurs, we get two cycles (VXl νt Y2 X2 ... v) and 
( vy,X t X ZY2 ‘ ’ v) , completing the ladder graph chasing 
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Note that on these two cycles obtained by the ladder graph chasing, 
each edge on the lungs is contained in both cycles, and each edge on the 
poles is contained in only one cycle‘ 

Figure l (a) shows that a ladder 씨th 3 lungs and in Figure l(b), t he 
solid lines and the dotted lines show the corresponding ladder chasing. 

The following is a key theorem to solve the cycle double cover conjeture 

Theorem 3. Let G be a 2- connected graph and let e uv E E(G) 
Assume that G - {e} has a cνcle double cover. Then G has a cνcle double 
cove7‘ 

Proof. Assume that G - {e } has a cycle double cover . Then, by Theorem 1, 
t here is a closed 2- cell embedding i : G - {e } • FofG-{ e} intoapseudo
surface F. Choose an arc ì : 1 • F from u to v such that for every a rc 
γ :1 • F from u to v , [ì(I)ni(G) [ <:::: [ γ(I)ni (G) [. Let e" e2 ," ', en be 
edges of G - {e} meeting ì and let v" V2, .. . ,Vk be vertices of G meeting ì 
and R"R2 , ‘ ,R.". regions of the embedding meeting ì , numbered along 
ì- Denote each e‘ by ei XiYi. T hen the embedding near ì can be 
depicted as in Figure 2. Notice that since the embedding i : G - {e} • F 
is closed 2• cell , the boundary walk of each region of the embedding forms 
a cycle. In order to construct a cycle double cover of G, as a part of a 
cycle double cover we take the boundary cycles of regions of the embedding 
whiclt do not meet ì . In other words, we take the boundary cycles of all 
regions but RI , R2 , ... ,R= as members of our cycle double cover. Note 
that an edge on the boundary cycle of a region κ may be occured on the 
boundary cycle of another region Rj . Now to get a cycle double cover 
of G together with those boundary cycles , we have to construct a family 
。f cycles so t hat the edges e UV , ei (i = 1,2,"', n) and the edges 
which lie on two of the boundary cycles of the regions R" R2' ... ,Rm' 
。ccur twice and the edges which lie only on one of the boundary cycles 
of the regions R" R2, " " R=, occur just once. Consider two closed paths 
C, = (μXl VIX2 ... x까kveu) and C2 (uy， v \ ν2' .. νμk veu) depicted in 
F igure 2 as the upper path and the lower path respectively. By regarding 
C, and C2 as two poles and the edges e"e2 ,'" ,e" as lungs, we get a 
standard ladder graph G if we d isregard the multiple occurance of vertices 
。r edges of G on the boundary cycles of the regions R" R2, “ ,R.".. The 
ladder graph chasing of the ladder graph G gives us two long closed walks 
to get a farnily of cycles. We can easily check that these cycles together 
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with those boundary cycles of regions which do not meet I form a cycle 
double cover of G. 

x x 

- ----1 
R4 

Ul lI 
l I FV 

날노I 
Yl Y2 

Figure 2. 

Now we are ready to prove the cycle double cover conjecture 

Theorem 4 [Cycle Double Cover Theorem). Every bπdgeless gmph 

has a cνcle double cover. 

Proof. R.ecall that every planar 2- connected graph admits a closed 2- cell 
embedding. Hence every planar 2- connected graph has a cycle double 
cover. Assume that G is a non- planar 2- connected graph. Let H be a 
maximal planar subgraph of G. Note that V(G) = V(H) and E(G) -

E(H) =f 0. Let E(G) -E(H) = {e] , e2 ,'" , en}. Since H is planar, it has 
a cycle double cover. By applying Theorem 3, we have that H U {e]} has 
a cycle double cover. lnductively, we can obtain a cycle double cover of 

G‘ 
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